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I. ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR AND ISSUES

A. Assignments of Error

1.  The trial court erred in ruling that the mobile home park

landlord could unilaterally alter any of the terms of Ms. Tison' s written

rental agreement on the annual automatic renewal of the agreement.

2.   The trial court erred in denying Ms. Tison' s motion for

summary judgment and in granting the landlord' s motion fora writ of

restitution.

3. The trial court erred in granting attorney's fees in favor of the

landlord.

B.  Issues Pertaining to Assignments of Error

1. In the absence of any prohibition in the MHLTA, do a mobile

home park landlord and tenant have the freedom to bargain for and

mutually agree to an enforceable clause in a written rental agreement

limiting future rent increases by the landlord upon automatic renewal

of the rental agreement under RCW 59. 20.090( 1) and as provided in the

rental agreement itself?  (Assignments 1 and 2.)

2.  Did the trial court misconstrue the Mobile Home Landlord-

Tenant Act(" MHLTA") and the McGahuey decision in ruling essentially

that a mobile home park landlord may unilaterally change any term in

the written rental agreement upon proper notice to the tenant, even if

x



the change is inequitable? (Assignments 1 and 2.)

3. May a mobile home park landlord waive the authority under

RCW 59. 20.090( 2) to increase rent upon proper notice by agreeing to

a rent limitation provision in the written rental agreement between the

landlord and the tenant?  (Assignments 1 and 2.)

4. Did the landlord fail to act in good faith by unilaterally changing

a rent limitation provision in the written rental agreement between the

parties, which provision( a) was specifically bargained for, (b) protected

the legitimate and reasonable expectations of the tenant and (c) denied

the full benefit to the tenant of the landlord' s performance of the rental

agreement? (Assignments 1 and 2.)

5.  Is the mobile home park landlord estopped from challenging

a rent limitation provision, specifically bargained for in the written rental

agreement, which provision had been followed by the parties for some

eight years?  (Assignment 1 and 2.)

xi



II.  STATEMENT OF THE CASE

Ms. Tison resides in space # 48 of Western Plaza Mobile Home

Park located in Tumwater, Washington (CP 19). Ms. Tison purchased

the mobile home in which lives, and rents lot space from the owner of

the park on which her mobile home rests ( CP 19).

When Ms. Tison purchased the mobile home in 2001, Ms. Tison

entered into a Manufactured Home Lot One-Year Rental Agreement

with the owner of the park at that time( CP 19; App. C). Ms. Tison was

concerned about the rent being increased following her imminent

retirement to a level that she could not afford to pay, since she was

going to be living on a" very fixed" income ( CP 19). Joel Erlitz, one of

the owners of the park at that time, assured Ms. Tison through the park

manager that there would not be large rent increases, and that he

would not increase the rent more than $10 per month every other year

CP 19- 20). Ms. Tison asked that such a provision be written down in

the rental agreement ( CP 19).

The park manager telephoned the park owner in Ms. Tison' s

presence ( CP 19) and asked him if it was permissible to add such a

limitation in the rental agreement( CP 19- 20). Mr. Erlitz agreed to do

so( CP 2o). The park manager then wrote in her own handwriting two

footnotes which were added to the rental agreement ( CP 20).
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The initial rent was set forth in the rental agreement as$ 345 per

month, and the first footnote stated that "Landlord, Erlitz, agrees to

have land rent remain at $ 345. 00 for two years" ( CP 20, 23).  The

second footnote indicated that" every other year, rent will be raised no

more than$ 10. 00 for remaining tenancy"( CP 20, 23). These footnotes

reflected the conversations Ms. Tison had with the park manager, who

spoke with Joel Erlitz (CP 19- 20). Ms. Tison signed the agreement as

modified (CP 20).

Ms. Tison understood these provisions to mean that her rent

would remain at $ 345.00 for two years, i.e., until October, 2003 ( CP

20). Then her rent could be increased no more than $10. 00 per month

every other year( CP 20). So the rent could be increased to $355.00 in

October, 2003; to $365.00 in October, 2005;  to $375.00 in October,

2007; to $ 385.00 in October 2009; and to $395. 00 in October, 2011

CP 20).

Western Plaza, LLC purchased the park in February, 2008 (CP

25).  The park tried to increase Ms. Tison' s rent to $ 405.00 in 2008

CP 20). Ms. Tison called the new owner and explained her situation,

and the new owner agreed to honor the rental agreement with the

previous owner (CP 20).

Ms. Tison received a notice of rent increase effective October 1,
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2011, to pay $495.00 per month (CP 20, 26).  Ms. Tison continued to

tender the proper amount of rent as specified in her rental

agreement—the $ 395. 00 per month—but the new owner refused to

accept the rent and sent it back to Ms. Tison (CP 2o). The new owner

then filed an unlawful detainer action against Ms. Tison, claiming that

Ms. Tison should be paying$ 495.00 per month instead of the$ 395. 00

specified in Ms. Tison' s written rental agreement( CP 20- 21). The new

owner has never given Ms.  Tison a reason why her 2001 rental

agreement is invalid, or why it can ignore the limitations on increases

specified in the rental agreement (CP 20).

The landlord' s unlawful detainer action was filed on December

2, 2011 ( CP 7).  The complaint alleged that the rent was $ 495.00 per

month (CP 7), that Ms. Tison failed to pay the rent within five days of

service of a five-day notice to pay or vacate, and that therefore Ms.

Tison was unlawfully detaining the premises pursuant to RCW

59. 20.080( 1)( b) ( CP 8). Ms. Tison believed her rent to be$ 395.00 per

month under the terms ofher rental agreement, and therefore had paid

the park $395.00 per month instead of $495. 00 ( CP 2o).  The park

owner had refused the payments and returned them to Ms. Tison (CP

20- 21).

The park owner took no action on the unlawful detainer lawsuit
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for the next three months, filing instead a small claims court action in

March, 2012, against Ms. Tison for the$ 100 per month additional rent

the park owner claimed was due, and set the hearing for May 4, 2012

CP 26).

Ms. Tison filed a motion for summary judgment in the superior

court unlawful detainer action and set the hearing for the morning of

the same day( CP 16, CP 11). She asked the court to rule that her rental

agreement was valid and that she was paying the correct amount of

rent, and that the court should dismiss the park's unlawful detainer

action against her (CP 21).  The park then obtained an order to show

cause ( CP 6o- 61) and filed a civil notice of issue noting a show cause

hearing for the morning of May 4, 2012 in the superior court unlawful

detainer action (CP 47).

In its briefing to the trial court, the park argued that the

landlord may change any term of any lease, including perhaps the

most material term of any lease: the amount of the rent or what

amenities it includes; because the law provides the landlord with the

legal right to change any term of the lease upon expiration ofany term,

after three months' written notice prior to the effective date of the

increase.  RCW 59.20.090( 2); McGahuey at 183" ( CP 55))

The case referred to is McGahuey v. Hwang, 104 Wn. App. 176, 15 P. 3d
672, review denied, 144 Wn.2d 1004 ( 2001).
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The trial court ruled in favor of the park owner ( CP 94),

apparently agreeing with the park's position, the court stating as

follows:

A]11 I believe that I need to consider is the
fact that this was a one-year lease.   It was not a

longer lease period than that. *  *  *

My understanding of the law is that at the end
of one year, the lease would be renewed under the

same terms unless there was a proper and timely
objection to the renewing of the lease. That did not
occur for a number of years.  However, the plaintiff
has moved to amend the terms of the lease as it' s

renewed. That[`s] why we' re here today.
I am going to rule in favor of the plaintiff.  I

do not believe that Ms. Tison has the right to require
that the terms of that one-year lease continue once
there has been an objection to those terms.

VRP 5/ 4/ 12 at 15.
2

The court entered findings of fact/ conclusions of law and an

order for unlawful detainer on May 4, 2012( CP 92- 95). The trial court

determined as a conclusion of law that the " landlord may amend the

lease upon proper notice when the lease automatically renews" ( CP

94).

On May 18, 2012, the trial court entered a judgment in the

amount of$ 11, 777 against Ms. Tison, which included $4,200 in rent

Ms. Tison had tendered, but the park had refused, $577 in costs, and

2" VRP" refers to the verbatim report of proceedings, with the date of the
hearing following.
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7,000 in attorney's fees ( CP 164). The judgment also provided that

if Ms. Tison paid $11, 777 into the court registry on or before May 23,

2012, her " tenancy shall be reinstated." ( CP 166). 3

Ms. Tison timely deposited $11, 777 into the court registry( CP

172). She also timely filed a motion for reconsideration( CP 120- 125).

The trial court denied the motion ( CP 171).  She then timely filed a

notice of appeal to this Court ( CP 174- 182), which was duly served

upon respondent (CP 183).

Several months later, the park owner filed a motion to reissue

the writ of restitution on the grounds that Ms. Tison' s tenancy was

only reinstated until the anniversary date( October
12th),

and the park

owner could" fail to renew" her tenancy under RCW 59. 20. 080( 1)( b)

for her previous failure to pay rent within five days of a notice to pay

or vacate ( CP       ).  Ms. Tison opposed the motion on the grounds

that once Ms. Tison' s tenancy was reinstated, it was reinstated for all

purposes, including the right to have automatic renewals under RCW

3RCW 59. 18. 380 provides in relevant part that when an unlawful detainer

proceeding arises from a default in payment of rent, and the lease has not
expired," execution upon the judgment shall not be issued until the expiration

of five days after the entry of the judgment, within which time the tenant . .
may pay into court for the landlord the amount of the judgment and costs,

and thereupon the judgment shall be satisfied and the tenant restored to his

or her tenancy. . ." RCW 59. 18. 380 is made applicable to proceedings under

the MHLTA by the terms of RCW 59. 20. 040.
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59. 20.090( 1)( CP       ). The trial court denied the motion, stating that

it was unwilling to make a ruling before this Court decided the instant

appeal ( CP       ).

III. SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT

Mobile home park owners and tenants are generally free to

bargain for any provision in the rental agreement that does not violate

a statute or public policy.    Little Mountain Estates Tenants

Association v. LittleMountain Estates MHCLLC, 169 Wn.2d 265, 273

fn 3, 236 P.3d 193 ( 2010). Ms. Tison was concerned about the decline

in her future income following her upcoming retirement, so prudently

negotiated a provision in her rental agreement limiting future rent

increases to $10 per month every two years. There is no rent control

limiting mobile home park space rents in the State ofWashington, and

RCW 59. 20.090( 2) permits the park owner to raise rent( without any

limitation) upon three months' prior notice, so the limitation in the

rental agreement was the only protection Ms. Tison had against being

priced out of her home.

The park owner's remarkable claim that it can change any term

in the rental agreement upon three months' notice is an unwarranted

extrapolation from RCW 59. 20.090( 2).   Its argument that it can

ignore the express written rent limitation in the signed rental

7



agreement is without foundation in either the MHLTA, the case law

construing it or equitable principles.

Analysis of the MHLTA yields no support for the park owner's

position.

First, RCW 59. 20.090( 1) provides that unless otherwise agreed,

rental agreements shall be for a term of one year.   Any rental

agreement ofwhatever duration shall be automatically renewed for the

term of the original rental agreement, unless a different specified term

is agreed to."   RCW 59.20. 090( 1).   Automatic renewal suggests

renewal without manual intervention, without anyone' s taking any

action. A renewal which occurs" automatically" does not give the park

owner an opportunity to change the terms of the rental agreement.

Second, the purpose of this statute is to" promote long term and

stable mobile home lot tenancies."   Holiday Resort Community

Association v. Echo Lake Associates, LLC, 134 Wn. App. 2W, 224, 135

P.3d 499 ( 2006), review denied, 16o Wn.2d 1019 ( 2007).  The park

owner' s interpretation of this provision, which does not expressly

authorize the park owner to change any term in the rental agreement

upon automatic renewal, does not promote long term and stable

mobile home tenancies.   The park owner' s interpretation would

abrogate an elderly tenant's ability,  through mutual express
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agreement, to protect herself from unaffordable rent increases.  The

Legislature has determined that" mobile home parks provide a source

of low-cost housing to the low income, elderly, poor and infirmed[ sic],

without which they could not afford private housing . .  ."   RCW

59. 22. 010.  The park owner' s interpretation is inconsistent with the

purposes and objectives of the MHLTA.

Third, the MHLTA contains a number ofprovisions illustrating

the importance of a written rental agreement in the mobile home

context. For example, all mobile home tenancies must be based on a

signed written rental agreement.  RCW 59. 20. 060( 1).  No landlord

shall allow a mobile home to be moved into a mobile home park until

a written rental agreement has been signed by the parties.   RCW

59. 20. 050( 1). A landlord must offer at the minimum a written one-

year rental agreement. Id.

Numerous provisions govern the required contents of the

written rental agreement, including the park rules and regulations.

RCW 59.20.060( 1)( a) through ( 1).  The MHLTA also prohibits the

rental agreement from containing various clauses.       RCW

59. 20.060( 2)( a) through (h).   If the park owner could change any

term in the rental agreement upon three months' notice, the above

detailed provisions requiring a rental agreement, requiring certain

9



matters to be contained in the rental agreement, and prohibiting

certain clauses, would be rendered meaningless upon the first renewal

of the rental agreement.  The park owner could simply change any

provision it did not like, including terms favorable to the tenant which

may well have induced a tenant relying on the rental agreement to

move into the park, as in the case at bar.

Fourth, the park owner' s interpretation of the MHLTA ignores

key amendments to RCW 59. 20. 090 since the inception of the Act.

The original version of the statute contained an express provision

whereby the park owner could change any term in the rental

agreement upon renewal.  That version was amended, deleting such

power in the park owner, and the current version gives the park owner

no such express power. The park owner' s interpretation would ignore

these later legislative amendments and would construe the statute as

though it had never been amended.

The park owner argues that the case of McGahuey v. Hwang.

supra, 104 Wn. App. 176, allows the park owner to change any term of

the rental agreement upon three months' notice. While that case did

allow a change in the rental agreement to allow charges for utilities,

McGahuey also stated that the tenant had to be protected by any

change, and " whatever alterations [ to the lease] the landlord seeks

10



must be equitable."  104 Wn App. at 182.  The park owner failed to

address in the trial court the equitableness of the change it sought in

Ms. Tison' s rental agreement.

The equities favor Ms. Tison.  She specifically negotiated the

provision in question, and the park owner at the time agreed to it. She

wanted to protect herself from buying a home which she later could

not afford due to her impending retirement and living on a limited

income.

The new park owner, on the other hand, bought the park

subject to the existing tenant leases. It therefore could have or should

have negotiated a lower purchase price for the park, if it thought that

Ms. Tison' s rental agreement had a negative impact on the value of the

park. To the extent that the current park owner did so, allowing the

park owner to essentially abrogate the rent limitation clause Ms. Tison

specifically negotiated would give an undeserved windfall to the park

owner. The balance of the equities therefore favors Ms. Tison.

Even if RCW 59. 20. 090( 2) can be construed in the abstract to

permit the park owner to amend any term in the rental agreement

upon annual renewal, the park owner here waived any such right by

voluntarily signing a rental agreement containing a clause whose effect

was to limit the application of RCW 59. 20. 090( 2) ( the park owner' s
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ability to raise rent by sending a three-months' notice) and which the

park owner had abided by for many years.  Lande v. South Kitsap

School District, 2 Wn. App. 468, 473- 4, 469 P. 2d 982 ( 1970).

By attempting to abrogate a specifically negotiated clause in the

rental agreement, the park owner is also attempting to avoid the

implied duty of good faith, which requires the parties to "perform in

good faith the obligations imposed by their agreement."  Badgett v.

Security State Bank, lib Wn.2d 563, 569, 807 P. 2d 356 ( 1991). The

park owner is precluded from avoiding his implied obligation of good

faith to see that Ms. Tison got the benefit of rental increases limited to

10 per month every two years.

Moreover, the MHLTA imposes an obligation of good faith in

the performance or enforcement of any right or remedy under the

MHLTA.   RCW 59. 20. 020.     Under the test specified in the

Restatement, intentionally charging a higher rent than specified in the

contract constitutes evasion of the spirit of the bargain,  willful

rendering of imperfect performance or abuse ofpower to specify terms

so as to constitute bad faith.  Restatement (Second) of Contracts, §

205 cmt. d. The park owner is therefore precluded by RCW 59. 20. 020

from exercising the remedy of unlawful detainer.

Because there is no disputed issue of material fact regarding
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Ms. Tison' s right to have enforced the specifically-negotiated rent

limitation clause in her rental agreement, the trial court should have

granted summary judgment in her favor and awarded her costs and

attorney's fees.

IV. LEGAL ARGUMENT

A. This Court Reviews the Trial Court's Judgment and

Conclusions of Law De Novo.

Issues of law are reviewed on appeal de novo.   Wingert v.

Yellow Freight Systems, Inc, 146 Wn.2d 841, 847, 50 P. 3d 256( 2002).

Issues ofstatutory interpretation are also reviewed de novo. Hartson

Partnership v. Goodwin, 99 Wn. App. 227, 231, 991 P. 2d 1211( 2000).

B.   The Trial Court Erred in Granting Judgment in
Favor of the Landlord and Should Have Granted Summary
Judgment in Favor of Ms. Tison.

1.    Summary Judgment Is Proper If There Is No
Dispute as to Any Material Fact.

The standard of review on summary judgment is well settled.

Review is de novo; the appellate court engages in the same inquiry as

the trial court. Benjamin v. Washington State Bar Association, 138

Wn.2d 5o6, 515, 980 P. 2d 742 ( 1999); Trimble v. Washington State

University, 140 Wn.2d 88, 92, 993 P. 2d 259  ( 2000).   Summary

judgment is appropriate if there is no genuine issue of material fact

and the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law
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Clements v. Travelers Indemnity Co., 121 Wn.2d 243, 249, 850 P. 2d

1298  ( 1993);  CR 56( c).   All facts submitted and all reasonable

inferences from them are to be considered in the light most favorable

to the nonmoving party.  Clements, 121 Wn.2d at 249.  " The motion

should be granted only if, from all the evidence, reasonable persons

could reach but one conclusion." Clements, 121 Wn.2d at 249 ( citing

Wilson v. Steinbach, 98 Wn.2d 434, 656 P. 2d 1030( 1982). Ms. Tison

has met that standard here.

2.  There Is No Dispute about Any Material Fact.

The lot rental agreement that Ms. Tison signed provides that

the initial rent was $ 345 per month, with a footnote that "Landlord,

Erlitz, agrees to have land rent remain at $ 345.00 for two years" ( CP

23).  Another footnote indicated that " every other year, rent will be

raised no more than $ 10. 00 for remaining tenancy" ( CP 23).   Id.

These footnotes reflected the conversations Ms. Tison had with Joel

Erlitz through the park manager (CP 20).

Ms. Tison understood these provisions to mean that her rent

would remain at $ 345.00 for two years, i.e., until October, 2003 ( CP

20).   Then her rent could be increased no more than $ 10. 00 per

month every other year. Id. So the rent could be increased to $355.00

in October,  2003; to  $365. 00 in October,  2005;   to  $375.00 in
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October, 2007; to $ 385.00 in October 2009; and to $ 395. 00 in

October, 2011 ( CP 20).

It follows from these calculations that Ms. Tison was required

to pay no more than the $ 395. 00 she tendered to the park owner in

October, 2011.  The park owner's claim that somehow $495.00 per

month is owed, is incorrect.   The park owner' s unlawful detainer

action, based on the faulty premise that the rent is$ 495.00 per month

as of October, 2011, should have been dismissed by the trial court.

3. AMobile Home Park Landlord andTenant Have the
Freedom to Bargain for and Mutually Agree to an

Enforceable Clause in a Written Rental Agreement Limiting
Future Rent Increases.

The Washington Supreme Court has noted that "the common

law preserves citizens' freedom to contract." Little Mountain Estates

Tenants Association v. LittleMountain Estates MHCLLC, 169 Wn.2d

265, 273 fn 3, 236 P. 3d 193 ( 2010) ( citing Clements v. Olsen, 46

Wn.2d 445, 448, 282 P. 2d 266( 1955) (" Courts do not have the power,

under the guise of interpretation, to rewrite contracts which the

parties have deliberately made for themselves.") and Torgerson v. One

Lincoln Tower, LLC, 166 Wn.2d 510, 517, 210 P.3d 318 ( 2009) (" It is

black letter law of contracts that the parties to a contract shall be

bound by its terms" ( quoting Adler v. Fred Lind Manor, 153 Wn.2d

331, 344, 103 P. 3d 773( 2004))). Thus, absent some specific statutory
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prohibition,  a mobile home park landlord and Ms.  Tison as a

prospective tenant are able to negotiate and reach a mutual agreement

about the amount of her initial rent and the amount of any future rent

increases.

The supreme court in Little Mountain Estates held that the

MHLTA expressly permits a landlord and tenant to negotiate the term

of their rental agreement, citing RCW 59. 20. 090( 1).  169 Wn.2d at

268.  The supreme court further held that nothing in the MHLTA

precluded the term ofthe rental agreement from being determined by

a formula.  169 Wn.2d at 268.  The court cited Vance v. Villa Park

Mobilehome Estates, 36 Cal. App. 4th 698, 708, 42 Cal. Rptr. 2d 723

1995) and characterized the holding in the California case as follows:

The California Court of Appeals held, because the Mobilehome

Residency Law allowed the landlord and tenant to determine the

rental rate, the parties were permitted to determine the rent by any

formula to which they agreed, .  .   .. [ italics added]."  169 Wn.2d at

269.

Elsewhere in its opinion the court in Vance stated that "[ n] o

provision of the [ California] Mobilehome Residency Law precludes a

homeowner and a park operator from agreeing to a rental rate that

escalates incrementally over the term of the lease." 36 Cal. APP.4th at
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708. The court further stated that "[ the mobile home park residents]

were free to negotiate the rental rate for the term of the lease

according to any formula acceptable to them and the [park owner]."

36 Cal. APP.4th at 708.   This may be contrasted with a specific

statutory provision which precludes the parties' making such an

agreement, e.g., RCW 62A.4A-2o2( 6)( the" . . . rights and obligations

arising under this section . . . may not be varied by agreement")

italics added].

Accordingly, the park owner and Ms. Tison here agreed to a

rent formula: the rental rate would not exceed an increase of$ 10 per

month every two years. Under the common law and the reasoning in

Little Mountain Estates and Vance, supra, the park owner and Ms.

Tison had the freedom" to determine the rent by any formula to which

they agreed." 169 Wn.2d at 269

A landlord's ability to set forth increases in rent in the rental

agreement is equivalent to setting forth limitations in rent increases.

The limitations are the amount of the rent increases.  It would be

anomalous—and quite unfair—for the landlord to be able to specify rent

increases, but the tenant is somehow barred from specifying lower

limitations on) rent increases. Under the landlord's reasoning in this

case, if the rental agreement provided for annual rent increases based
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on a formula tied to the Consumer Price Index, for example, or a

percentage increase, the landlord would be free to abrogate the

agreement at any time, by giving three months' notice before the

tenant' s anniversary date. The parties freedom to contract should not

be constrained in such an arbitrary and one- sided fashion.

The park owner' s argument also makes no sense, as it would

effectively allow the park owner unfettered freedom to always alter the

written rental agreement to its own benefit, and the tenant could never

protect herself, as the park owner could always later unilaterally

amend any protection the tenant managed to negotiate into the

original rental agreement to a term more favorable to the park owner.

The written rental agreement would become a" heads I win, tails you

lose" proposition for the landlord.

Accordingly,  given the parties'  common-law freedom to

negotiate initial rental terms upon which they reach agreement, this

Court should enforce the parties' agreement as written.  Leases are

contracts as well as conveyances, and the rules of construction which

apply to contracts also apply to leases. Seattle-First National Bank v.

Westlake Park Associates, 42 Wn. App. 269, 272, 711 P. 2d 361( 1985),

review denied, 105 Wash.2d 1015 ( 1986). In construing a contract,

i] t is the duty of the court to declare the meaning of what is written,
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and not what was intended to be written." Berg v. Hudesman, 115

Wash. 2d 657, 669, 8oi P. 2d 222 ( 1990) ( quoting J.W. Seavey Hop

Corp. v. Pollock, 20 Wash.2d 337, 348- 49, 147 P. 2d 310 ( 1944)).

Where the terms of a contract are clear and unambiguous, the terms

of the contract must be enforced by courts, even if the result is harsh.

See Republic National Life Insurance Co. v. Lorraine Realty Corp.,

279 N.W.2d 349, 353, 357 (Minn. 1979).

4.  The MHLTA Contains No Language Permitting a
Park Owner to Modify Any Term in the Rental Agreement
Upon Three Months' Notice.

The landlord makes the bold claim that the landlord of any

mobile home tenancy" may change any term of any lease  . . .  upon

expiration of any term, after three months' written notice prior to the

effective date of the increase" ( CP 55). The statute and case law cited

do not support that sweeping assertion.

First, the statute cited, RCW 59. 20. 090( 2), provides merely

that the landlord may increase rent upon three months' notice.4

Absent a limitation in the rental agreement, the landlord can raise rent

to any level it wants. That is undisputed.  But it does not follow that

the landlord may, upon three months' notice, change every other term

of the written rental agreement, including a specifically bargained for

40f course, the rental agreement itself may modify or limit the timing or
amount of rent increases.  The MHLTA does not prohibit such provisions.
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provision relied upon by the tenant before she purchased the home,

which provision provided her protection from unaffordable rent

increases in her retirement. After all, increasing rent is not equivalent

to the elimination of parking or reducing a tenant's lot size, both of

which subjects may be contained in the rental agreement.

The landlord also overlooks the detailed and specific

requirements and importance attached to a signed rental agreement

and the contents of a rental agreement in the MHLTA.  For example,

n] o landlord may offer a mobile home lot for rent to anyone without

offering a written rental agreement for a term of one year or more."

RCW 59.20. 050( 1). " No landlord shall allow a mobile home . . . to be

moved into a mobile home park in this state until a written rental

agreement has been signed by and is in the possession of the parties."

Id.  "Any mobile home space tenancy regardless of the term shall be

based upon a written rental agreement, signed by the parties . . .  "

RCW 59.20.060( 1).

In addition, among the many terms of the rental agreement the

park owner claims it can change are the following terms specifically

required by the MHLTA to be contained in the rental agreement:  " the

terms for the payment of rent, including time and place, and any

additional charges to be paid by the tenant. ..";"[ r] easonable rules for
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guest parking which shall be clearly stated";  "[ t]he rules and

regulations of the park"; "[ t]he name and address of the person who

is the landlord . . ."; the name and address of any party who has a

security interest in the mobile home; a forwarding address for the

tenant; a covenant by the landlord that except for acts or events

beyond the control of the landlord, the park will not be converted to

a land use that will prevent the tenant' s space from being used for

mobile home tenancy for a period of three years after the beginning of

the term of the rental agreement; the terms and conditions under

which any deposit may be withheld by the landlord upon the

termination of the rental agreement; a listing of the utilities, services

and facilities which will be available to the tenant during the tenancy

and the nature of the fees, if any, to be charged;  a description of the

boundaries of the mobile home lot; a statement of the current zoning

of the land on which the park is located; and a statement of the

expiration date of any conditional or temporary use that is necessary

for the continued use of the land as a mobile home park.   RCW

59. 20. 060( 1)( a) through (l).5 The park owner does not explain why

the Legislature would require the above detailed provisions in the

rental agreement if the park owner could change any of them on three

The MHLTA also sets forth eight provisions which the rental agreement

may not contain.  RCW 59.20.060( 2)( a) through (h).
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months' notice.

Moreover, the landlord cannot even change park rules to

anything it wants.   Park rules must be reasonably related to the

purpose for which they were adopted.   RCW 59.20.045( 2).  Their

purpose must also be to "promote the convenience, health, safety, or

welfare of the residents, protect and preserve the premises from

abusive use, or make a fair distribution of services and facilities made

available for the tenants generally[.]" RCW 59.20. 045( 1).  The rules

must also" apply to all tenants in a fair manner[.]" RCW 59. 20.045( 3).

Thus there are significant limitations on the enforceability of rules

which a mobile home park landlord may adopt.   Yet under the

landlord's theory, the landlord may adopt any new rental agreement

provision,  merely upon three months'  notice.    The new rental

agreement provision does not have to be reasonable, fair, agreed to by

the tenant or even consistent with the purposes of the MHLTA. Under

the landlord's interpretation of the MHLTA, the MHLTA allows the

landlord the unfettered right to adopt any rental agreement change

simply upon three months' notice.  Based on the absence of any such

authorizing language in the MHLTA, it is inconceivable that the

Legislature intended to restrict the enforceability of park rules, but

intended to permit the park owner to unilaterally amend any provision
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in the rental agreement.

As additional protection for the park tenants, a landlord may

terminate or fail to renew a tenant' s tenancy only for cause, of which

thirteen are specified in the statute.  RCW 59.20.08o( 1)( a) through

m).

Given the tenant protections in the MHLTA regarding having

a signed rental agreement, requiring the rental agreement to contain

certain terms and not others, limiting the enforceability of park rules

and restricting the landlord' s right to terminate a tenant' s tenancy, all

as described above, it cannot be inferred that the landlord may

unilaterally change any rental agreement term, particularly where the

MHLTA does not specifically or by implication give the landlord that

right, as many rental agreement changes would clearly undermine the

tenant protections the drafters of the MHLTA carefully included in the

text of the statute.

Accordingly, the park owner makes no showing that it would be

equitable" for the landlord to change any and all of these provisions

a rental agreement is required to contain, unilaterally upon three

months' notice.'   The landlord therefore cannot use that alleged

Nowhere does the MHLTA provide that all or any rental agreement term

may be changed on three months' notice.   The only place where three
months' notice is mentioned is in RCW 59.20. 090( 2) regarding a change in
rental. It cannot be assumed that the park owner may change everything else
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unfettered right as a basis to change the effect of footnotes one and

two in Ms. Tison' s rental agreement.  The provisions of those two

footnotes were specifically negotiated and agreed to, and are not

prohibited by the MHLTA. Accordingly, the provisions of those two

footnotes are valid and enforceable.

This is in accord with the purpose of the MHLTA.   RCW

59. 20.090( 1)   provides that unless otherwise agreed,   " rental

agreements shall be for a term of one year. Any rental agreement of

whatever duration shall be automatically renewed for the term of the

original rental agreement, unless a different specified term is agreed

to."  RCW 59. 20.090( 1).  The purpose of this statute is to "promote

long term and stable mobile home lot tenancies."  Holiday Resort

Community Association v. Echo LakeAssociates, LLC,supra, 134 Wn.

App. 210, 224.

In addition, mobile home tenancies are typically long term in

nature, because mobile homes are not readily movable.  As noted in

Manufactured Housing Communities of Washington v. State, 142

Wn.2d 347, 392- 93, 13 P. 3d 183 ( 2000) ( Talmadge, J, dissenting):

Mobile homes are not mobile. The term is a vestige of

earlier times when mobile homes were more like today's
recreational vehicles. Today mobile homes are` designed to
be placed permanently on a pad and maintained there for

in the rental agreement upon the same amount of notice.
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life.'  Once ' planted' and ' plugged in,' they are not easily
relocated. Moreover,

In most instances a mobile home owner in a park
is required to remove the wheels and anchor the

home to the ground in order to facilitate

connections with electricity, water and sewerage.

Thus it is only at substantial expense that a mobile
home can be removed from a park with no ready
place to go.

Malvern Courts, Inc. v. Stephens, 275 Pa. Super. 518, 419
A.2d 21, 23 ( 1980).  Physically moving a double- or triple-
wide mobile home involves  `unsealing;  unroofing the
roofed-over seams; mechanically separating the sections;
disconnecting plumbing and other utilities;  removing

carports, porches, and similar fixtures; and lifting the home
off its foundation or supports.'      Costs of relocation,

assuming relocation is even possible for older units, can
range as high as $ 10, 000. It is the immobility of mobile
homes that àccounts for most of the problems and abuses

endured by mobile home tenants'[ most citations omitted].

Manufactured Housing Communities of Washington v. State, 142

Wn.2d at 392- 93. See also, Holiday Resort Community Ass'n v. Echo

Lake Associates, LLC, 134 Wn. App. 210, 224 (" To promote long term

and stable mobile home lot tenancies, the Legislature established an

unqualified right at the beginning of the tenancy to a one-year term,

automatic renewal at the end of the one-year rental term, and the right

to a one-year term at any anniversary date of the tenancy").

In addition, as noted by the court in Little Mountain Estates,

supra, the" MHLTA does not prevent landlords from offering special

terms to tenants who first move into a new mobile home or
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manufactured home park ( footnote omitted)."   169 Wn.2d at 271.

Here, Ms. Tison was offered special terms—a rent limitation clause—to

induce her to move into the park. It is not plausible that a park owner

could thereafter unilaterally nullify the special terms once the tenant

moved into the park.

Also, as noted by the supreme court, one of the purposes of the

MHLTA is to maintain low-cost housing to benefit the elderly. RCW

59. 22. 010( 2).   Little Mountain Estates, supra, 169 Wn.2d at 270.

Here, the landlord's agreement to limit future rent increases to an

amount that was acceptable to the landlord, but yet protected a tenant

on a fixed income from being priced out of her home, obviously

provides low-cost housing and financial stability to elderly

retirees—like Ms. Tison-- living in the park.

Other purposes of the MHLTA are " to obtain a high level of

private financing for mobile home park conversions" and " to help

establish acceptance for resident-owned mobile home parks in the

private market." Id. As noted by the supreme court, "[ p] ermitting a

park owner to offer contractual terms that provide attractive yet

profitable features to prospective residents encourages additional

private financing and market growth."   Little Mountain Estates,

supra, 169 Wn.2d at 270.
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Additionally, the two footnotes in Ms. Tison' s rental agreement

reflect Ms. Tison' s concern that following her impending retirement,

her rent could be raised to levels she could not afford, since she was

going to be living on a very fixed income (CP 19). Under the MHLTA,

a landlord can raise rent at the expiration of the rental term on three

month' s notice to Ms.  Tison.   RCW 59. 20.090( 2).   There is no

statutory limit on the extent to which the landlord can raise the rent

under this provision,  so absent some protection in the rental

agreement, a retired tenant might face annual monthly rent increases

of $50, $ 100, $ 200 or even higher amounts, which Ms. Tison could

not afford on her fixed income.  Ms. Tison would soon be forced to

either sell her home or abandon it.

The MHLTA permits an escalation clause, so that a landlord

may increase rent pro rata based on an increase in real property taxes

or utility assessments, provided that the rental agreement contains a

corresponding pro rata reduction for any decrease in these charges.

RCW 59. 20.060( 2)( c). This suggests that the drafters of the MHLTA

were concerned about the even-handedness of escalation clauses and

their counterpart, reduction and limitation clauses.

The MHLTA is not unique in providing long- term tenancies for

low income residents. Leases in public housing are also" automatically
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renewed" on an annual basis, except for noncompliance with certain

community service requirements.  42 U.S. C. § 1437d( l)(1);  Sager v.

Housing Commission ofAnne Arundel County, F.Supp.2d

2012 WL 1233016 ( D.Md. 2012).  Appellant' s counsel has found no

case where a public housing agency argued, or a court decided, that

the housing agency could unilaterally alter or amend its leases which

automatically renewed."

Lastly,  the park owner' s argument ignores the history of

amendments to the MHLTA.  Originally the MHLTA permitted the

park owner to change any term of the rental agreement upon renewal.

The Legislature deleted this provision when it later provided for

unlimited automatic renewal of rental agreements.

As originally enacted in 1977, the MHLTA provided only for

limited renewal of the tenancy as follows:

Unless otherwise agreed rental agreements shall be

for a term of one year.  Any rental agreement for a
term of one year and any rental agreement renewed
for a six-month term shall be automatically renewed
for an additional six-month term unless:

a) Otherwise specified in the original written
rental agreement; or

b) The landlord notifies the tenant in writing
three months prior to the expiration of the rental

agreement that it will not be renewed or will be

renewed only with the changes contained in such
notice.

A tenant shall notify the landlord in writing
one month prior to the expiration of a rental
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agreement of an intention not to renew.

Laws 1977
1St

Ex. Sess., Ch. 279, § 9 ( 1) [ italics added].  This

provision in the originally enacted form of the MHLTA is

essentially what the landlord argues the statute means today.

Under the original statute, a mobile home park landlord could

specify certain changes to the  " original written rental

agreement" and specify that the rental agreement would be

renewed only with the changes contained in[ the] notice. Id.

Thus, the attorney general construed the original statute to

mean that " a landlord is not required to offer a one-year

renewal at the end of an initial one-year rental term.  Rather,

the landlord has the option of terminating the.rental agreement

or proposing new conditions." AGLO 1979 No. 12.

The MHLTA was amended two years later deleting the

language permitting the landlord to renew only with the

changes contained in[ the] notice, but permitting the renewal

only for six months or one year, and adding a proviso that the

landlord could provide a notice of termination without cause:

1) Unless otherwise agreed rental agreements shall

be for a term of one year.  Any rental agreement of
whatever duration shall be automatically renewed
for an additional six-month term or for the term of
the original rental agreement, whichever is shorter

unless:
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a) A different specified term is agreed upon;

or

b) the landlord serves notice of termination
without cause upon the tenant prior to the

expiration of the rental agreement:  PROVIDED,

That under such circumstances, at the expiration of

the prior rental agreement the tenant shall be
considered a month-to-month tenant upon the same

terms as in the prior rental agreement until the

tenancy is terminated.

Laws 1979
ist

Ex. Sess. Ch. 186 § 7( 1)( italics added).' Thus under this

amendment, the tenant could not be guaranteed of a renewal term of

longer than six months, and the park owner could terminate the

tenancy on twelve-months'  notice without cause  ( if the rental

agreement was for one year). Id.

RCW 59. 20.090 took its present form with the amendment of

the MHLTA in 1998 as follows:

1) Unless otherwise agreed rental agreements

shall be for a term of one year. Any rental agreement of
whatever duration shall be automatically renewed for
the term of the original rental agreement, unless a

different specified term is agreed upon.

2) A landlord seeking to increase the rent upon
expiration of the term of a rental agreement of any

duration shall notify the tenant in writing three months
prior to the effective date of any increase in rent.

The legislature enacted at the same time a provision allowing a landlord
to" terminate any tenancy without cause." Laws 1979 l' Ex. Sess. Ch. 279,

6 ( e) ( 2).  This provision was deleted 14 years later. Laws 1993 Ch. 66, §

19( 2). Currently, a mobile home park landlord may terminate a tenancy only
for cause, as specified in the MHLTA.  RCW 59.20.080.
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Laws 1998 Ch. 118,  § 3.

One sees in these progressive MHLTA amendments relating to

renewal of rental agreements a deliberate effort to permit mobile

home park tenants a long-term tenancy and eliminate ways the

landlord could arbitrarily shorten the tenancy. The MHLTA has been

so construed.   Holiday Resort Community Ass'n v.  Echo Lake

Associates, LLC, supra, 134 Wn. App. 210, 224 (" To promote long

term and stable mobile home lot tenancies, the Legislature established

an unqualified right at the beginning of the tenancy to a one- year

term, automatic renewal at the end of the one-year rental term, and

the right to a one-year term at any anniversary date of the tenancy").

The mobile home park owner here would ignore the repeal of

the original enactment regarding the landlord' s ability to impose

conditions on the renewal of rental agreements, would ignore the

statutory amendments regarding such renewals, would ignore the

policies underlying the enactment of the MHLTA, would ignore the

current statutory language, and would argue, in essence, that the

current statute should be construed as the MHLTA was when it was

first enacted in 1977.  This argument is not persuasive.   There is no

language in the MHLTA which remotely comes close to allowing the

landlord to unilaterally alter any term of a written rental agreement
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whenever it chooses to do so.

Accordingly, the rental agreement should be interpreted as

written and the limitation of rent increases to $ 10 every two years

should be enforced as written.

5.  McGahuey Limits Changes in Rental Agreement
Terms to Those Which Protect the Tenant and Which Are
Equitable.

The park owner cites McGahuey v. Hwang, supra, 104 Wn.

App. 176, for the startling proposition that it can change any rental

agreement term upon three months' notice prior to the end of the

term, before the automatic renewal of the rental agreement ( CP 55).

McGahuey actually stands for a much more limited principle. In that

case the court ofappeals permitted a change in rental agreement terms

under very narrow circumstances:  where the change involved a

monetary amount  (a charge for utilities)  that could have been

accomplished through a rent increase, and where the tenant was

protected, i.e., the charge to the tenant for utilities could not exceed

the actual cost.  104 Wn. App. at 182- 82, citing RCW 59. 20.070( 6).

The court stated that the MHLTA "did not require that all original

lease terms remain in force through every automatic renewal because

renewals could extend for countless years." 104 Wn. App. at 183.

The court of appeals in McGahuey also specifically stated that
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portions of the statute ensure that whatever alterations [ to the lease]

the landlord seeks must be equitable."  104 Wn. App. at 182.  Thus

McGahuey limited changes to the lease to matters where the tenant

was protected and where the changes were "equitable."

The park owner ignores these important limitations in the

McGahuey opinion and argues that the landlord may unilaterally

change any lease term.  This argument is flawed.

The underlying illogic in the park owner's argument stems from

the fact that just because not all lease terms remain in force through

every automatic renewal, it does not mean that any lease term can be

changed. McGahuey supplied some standards for deciding what terms

could be changed: the changes had to have protections for the tenants,

and they had to be " equitable."  The park owner here does not even

remotely address how deleting a specifically negotiated provision in a

lease to limit rent increases to an affordable level for a retiree on a

fixed income is" equitable" or protects Ms. Tison. Ms. Tison' s rent was

raised $ 100 per month more than it should have been under the

limitation she negotiated with the park owner, and to which the park

owner agreed.   Equity does not favor putting retirees on limited

incomes out on the street, so mobile home park owners can increase

their bottom line in derogation of written provisions in a rental
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agreement that to any reasonable person would appear enforceable on

their face.

Of course, if the park owner could change any lease term upon

automatic renewal, the park could significantly alter the nature of the

tenancy.  The park owner could, for example, reduce the size of the

tenant' s lot; require the tenant to move from one lot to another;

eliminate automobile parking from the tenant's lot or from the park;

require tenants with no carport to construct a carport within thirty

days of" automatic renewal" of the rental agreement; double or triple

the security deposit required of each present tenant; require removal

of sheds, decks, porches and other auxiliary structures, etc. The park

owner could change fundamental terms of the tenancy without any

recourse by the tenant.  As shown in Section B 4 of this brief, the

Mobile Home Landlord-Tenant Act does not contemplate such

changes.

Moreover, in considering whether changing the limitation on

rent increases is equitable from the park owner' s perspective, one

should conclude that, from an equitable perspective, the current

landlord here has not been disadvantaged by the limitation.   The

current landlord, as grantee in 2008 of the seller of the park, took title

subject to the tenants' possessory rights as contained in their rental
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agreements.   See Superior Portland Cement, Inc. v. Pacific Coast

Cement Co., 33 Wn.2d 169, 201, 205 P. 2d 597 ( 1949) (" generally

speaking, a conveyance of property, which the grantor has leased, is

subject to the rights of the lessee under a lease in good standing");

Roderick v.  Swanson,  6 Wash.  222,  225,  33 Pac.  349  ( 1893);

Muscatel v. Story, 56 Wn.2d 635, 639, 354 P. 2d 931 ( 1960).  Any

buyer looking at the mobile home park would see that there are

tenants occupying the houses. The law requires that a written rental

agreement be signed before a home is moved into the park.  RCW

59. 20.050. If no rental agreement is signed, the tenant is deemed to

have a one-year tenancy. Id.  "[I] t is presumed that people know the

law."  Nguyen v. Glendale Construction Co., 56 Wn. App. 196, 203,

782 P. 2d 1110  ( 1989),  review denied,  114 Wn.2d 1021  ( 1990);

Davidson v. State, 116 Wn.2d 13, 26, 802 P. 2d 1374 ( 1991) ( quoting

Martin v. City ofSeattle, 111 Wn.2d 727, 735, 765 P. 2d 257 ( 1988)).

So the defendant park owner, when it purchased the park in

2008, either knew or was deemed to have known that the tenants had

written rental agreements which might affect the park owner' s income

stream.  Examination of Ms. Tison's rental agreement clearly shows

the limitation on rental increases of $10 per month every two years

CP 23). Any buyer of the park could calculate the economic effect of
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such a limitation. That limitation clearly reduced the income stream

from the operation of the park relative to an absence of such

limitation, and any prospective buyer of the park should have and

would have factored any lower income stream into the purchase price

of the park, i.e., the buyer would have negotiated a lower purchase

price.'  If that had been done here, the current landlord would have

already been compensated by a lower purchase price for any perceived

detriment caused by the rent limitations in Ms.  Tison' s rental

agreement. The ability to disregard the rent limitation, and increase

the monthly rent by $ 1• 0 or more, would thus amount to a pure

windfall to the current park owner.

On the other hand, if the current landlord did not make such an

adjustment in the purchase price of the park, then it was either

satisfied with Ms. Tison' s rental agreement at the time of purchase, or

it can only blame itself for its own failure to conduct due diligence. As

noted by a recent California decision, " Of course, parties are free to

Commercial properties are frequently evaluated or appraised on the basis
of capitalizing the net income stream. See, Reynolds, The Appraisal ofReal
Estate(

8th

ed. 1983) 333(" An investor who purchases income-producing real
estate is essentially trading a sum of present dollars for the right to receive
future dollars.   The income capitalization approach to value consists of

methods, techniques and mathematical procedures that an appraiser uses

when analyzing a property' s capacity to generate monetary benefits and when
converting the benefits into an indication of present value.")
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make bargains that are ill-advised and they will be bound by the

contracts they negotiate and enter." Ginsberg v. Gamson, 205 Cal.

App.4th 873, 891, 141 Cal. Rptr.3d 62 ( 2012).

Accordingly, from an equitable standpoint, the owner of the

park when Ms. Tison bought her home in the park, did not have to

agree to a rent limitation.  The current park owner could well have

made an allowance in the purchase price for such a limitation, if the

limitation were deemed to reduce the rental income from the park.

Ms. Tison had no other way to protect herself from rent increases she

could not afford, except to purchase a home somewhere else.  So the

equities definitely favor Ms. Tison and not the park owner. Thus the

rationale of McGahuey does not support the park owner under the

facts of this case.

In Seashore Villa Association v. Hagglund, 163 Wn. App. 531,

260 P.3d 906 ( 2011), the mobile home park landlord made a similar

argument. It claimed that it could validly send a letter to the tenants

purporting to amend the terms of the tenants' rental agreements so as

to shift the responsibility to the tenants for the maintenance of their

carports and sheds, in spite of the fact that RCW 59. 20. 135 prohibits

the transfer to the tenants of the maintenance responsibility of

carports and sheds.  The landlord cited and principally relied upon
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McGahuey, supra, in support of that argument.

This Court rejected the park owner' s argument, holding that

McGahuey was factually distinguishable,   because unlike in

McGahuey, the MHLTA contained language prohibiting the landlord

from transferring the duty to care for the permanent structures, such

as carports and sheds, to the park's tenants.  163 Wn. App. at 542;

RCW 59. 20. 135.  Thus Seashore Villa unequivocally stands for the

proposition that the landlord may not change any term it chooses in

the rental agreement, that there are limitations to changes in the terms

of the rental agreement.

The landlord here also cited Little Mountain Estates Tenants

Ass' n v. Little Mountain Estates MHC LLC, supra, 169 Wn.2d 265,

269 ( CP 52), but that case did not involve the landlord' s unilateral

change to a rental agreement.  There the tenants had 25-year leases

which provided that the term changed to a one-year lease if the tenant

assigned the rental agreement to a buyer of the home. The issue was

whether such a provision violated the assignability provisions of the

MHLTA, the majority holding that it did not, that the tenants did not

really have 25- year leases, but only leases that went on until the lease

was assigned, when the lease converted to a one-year lease.   The

language and rationale of Little Mountain Estates, as noted earlier,
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support Ms. Tison' s position here, as the court there enforced the

mobile home park lease as literally written on the basis that the parties

were free to contract for any terms that were mutually agreeable. This

Court should do the same here.

In addition, Ms. Tison' s rental agreement itself precludes the

landlord's argument.  The rental agreement provides in paragraph 1

in bold type that "Tenant agrees that upon expiration of the

original term, the [ Rental] Agreement shall automatically

renew for a period of one month and shall thereafter be a

tenancy from month-to-month, unless Tenant requests an

additional one-year term prior to the end of the original

term" (CP 22, ¶ 1).  The landlord reserved no ability in the rental

agreement to alter the terms of the rental agreement upon annual

renewals. Instead, under the terms of the rental agreement, it "shall

automatically renew" at the end of each period, with no mechanism set

forth in the rental agreement for the park owner to alter, add or

change any terms of the rental agreement.'

For example, there is no specified notice period which the tenant should

be given, no specified period of time in which Ms. Tison could accept or

reject a change of terms, and no procedure whereby the park owner could
avoid the" automatic" renewal of the rental agreement. The absence ofthese

provisions suggests that the automatic renewal provision in the rental

agreement was not subject to changes in the terms of the rental agreement by
the park owner.
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It should also be noted that the provision in a mobile home

park rental agreement whereby a one-year term is automatically

renewed on a month-to-month basis following the first year of the

tenancy, as in Ms. Tison' s rental agreement, has been held to violate

the MHLTA,  in that such provision is inconsistent with RCW

59. 20.090( 1) and RCW 59.20.050( 1).  Holiday Resort Community

Ass' n v. Echo Lake Associates, LLC, 134 Wn. App. 210, 224- 26. Thus

the month-to- month automatic renewal as set forth in Ms. Tison' s

rental agreement is unenforceable, and would be construed as an

annual renewal. Id.

For the above reasons,  McGahuey does not support the

expansive interpretation the park owner gives it, and does not support

abrogating a freely-negotiated provision in a rental agreement limiting

future rent increases for an incipient retiree on a fixed income to

induce her to buy a home in the park.

6.   The Park Owner, by Expressly Agreeing in the
Rental Agreement to a Limitation in Future Rent Increases,

Waived Any Right to Rely on the Unlimited Increase
Provision of RCW 59. 20.090( 2).

A waiver is the intentional and voluntary relinquishment of a

known right,  or such conduct as warrants an inference of the

relinquishment ofsuch right. It may result from an express agreement

or be inferred from circumstances indicating an intent to waive."
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Lande v. South Kitsap School District, 2 Wn.App. 468, 473- 4, 469

P. 2d 982 (1970); Bowman v. Webster, 44 Wn.2d 667, 669, 269 P. 2d

960( 1964); Estate ofLindsay, 91 Wn.App. 944, 950- 51, 957 P.2d 818

1998); Frizzell v. Murray, Wn.App. 2012 Wn.App Lexis

2039, #42265-4- II filed 8/ 28/ 12). " It is a voluntary act which implies

a choice, by the party, to dispense with something ofvalue or to forego

some advantage." Estate ofLindsay, supra, quoting Peste v. Peste, 1

Wn.App. 19, 24, 459 P. 2d 70 ( 1969).

Here, by voluntarily signing a rent limitation provision in the

rental agreement, the park owner waived any right to alter the terms

of the rental agreement to increase rent beyond the limitation

expressed in the rental agreement, even assuming the park owner

would otherwise have had the right to raise rent in an unlimited

amount.  The landlord offers no persuasive authority for its position

that the landlord can change any term in the written rental agreement

when the rental agreement is " automatically renewed" under RCW

59.20. 090( 1), or that the landlord' s ability to raise rent under the

provisions of RCW 59. 20.090( 2) overrides specifically negotiated

provisions to the contrary in the written rental agreement.   There is

no authority to suggest that the landlord cannot waive any right in the

MHLTA, if indeed the landlord had the right to change the specifically
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negotiated rental provisions in the rental agreement in this case. The

landlord here waived any such right as may have existed by signing the

rental agreement.

7. The Park Owner' s Lack ofGood Faith Breached the
Rental Agreement and Bars the Remedy of Unlawful
Detainer.

Every contract includes an implied duty of good faith and fair

dealing. Metropolitan Park District v. Griffith, 106 Wn.2d 425, 437,

723 P. 2d 1093 ( 1986); Miller v. Othello Packers, Inc., 67 Wn.2d 842,

844, 410 P. 2d 33 ( 1966). The implied duty requires " that the parties

perform in good faith the obligations imposed by their agreement."

Badgett v. Security State Bank, 116 Wn.2d 563, 569, 807 P. 2d 356

1991).

In Holman v. Coie, 11 Wn.App. 195, 210, 522 P. 2d 515, review

denied,  84 Wn.2d 104  ( 1974),  the court discussed the implied

covenant of good faith, quoting the definition of "good faith" from

Black's Law Dictionary as follows:  "An honest intention to abstain

from taking any unconscientious advantage of another, even through

technicalities of law, together with an absence of all information,

notice or benefit or belief of facts which render transaction

unconscientious."

Here the obligation imposed upon the park owner by the
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written rental agreement was not to raise rent more than $ 10 per

month every two years (CP 23). By sending Ms. Tison a rent increase

notice increasing the rent by$ ioo per month, the park owner clearly

breached its duty to perform, in good faith, its obligation not to

increase rent by more than $ io per month every two years. The park

owner' s direct and callous disregard of such a fundamental and

material term in the rental agreement constitutes, as a matter of law,

the lack of good faith as required by its implied duty of good faith. By

breaching this obligation of good faith, the park owner has breached

the rental agreement.  The trial court should have granted summary

judgment in favor of Ms. Tison.

In addition to this implied obligation of good faith arising from

the rental agreement between the landlord and tenant, the MHLTA

contains a specific obligation on the parties to act in good faith:

Every duty under this chapter [ RCW ch. 59. 201 and
every act which must be performed as a condition
precedent to the exercise of a right or remedy under
this chapter imposes an obligation ofgood faith in its
performance or enforcement.

RCW 59. 20. 020.  This statute goes beyond the duty of good faith

implied in the rental agreement, because it includes compliance with

statutory obligations and the exercise of remedies, which are not

explicit provisions in the rental agreement ( CP 22- 23).
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Good faith" excludes a variety of types of conduct characterized

as involving b̀ad faith' because they violate community standards of

decency,  fairness or reasonableness."    Restatement  (Second)  of

Contracts, § 205 cmt. a ( 1979).  Bad faith includes, " evasion of the

spirit of the bargain,  lack of diligence and slacking off,  willful

rendering of imperfect performance, abuse of a power to specify terms,

and interference with or failure to cooperate in the other party's

performance." Restatement, supra § 205 cmt. d.

Certainly, intentionally charging a higher rent than specified in

the contract constitutes " evasion of the spirit of the bargain, . .   .

willful rendering of imperfect performance, [and] abuse of a power to

specify terms . . .." Id.  The park owner' s lack of good faith therefore

under RCW 59. 20. 020 precludes it from exercising the remedy of

unlawful detainer under the circumstances of this case.

8. The Park Owner Is Estopped fromAltering the Rent
Limitation Provision in the 2001 Rental Agreement.

The prerequisites for promissory estoppel are ( 1) A promise

which  ( 2)  the promisor should reasonably expect to cause the

promisee to change his position and  (3)  which does cause the

promisee to change his position ( 4) justifiably relying upon the

promise, in such a manner that (5) injustice can be avoided only by

enforcement of the promise. Central Heat, Inc. v. Daily Olympian, 74
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Wn.2d 126, 132, 443 P. 2d 544 ( 1968); State ex Rel. D.R.M. v. Wood,

109 Wn.App. 182, 196, 34 P. 3d 887 (2001).

These requirements are all satisfied here.   The park owner

made a promise to Ms. Tison not to increase rent more than $10 per

month every two years.  The park owner should reasonably expect a

tenant considering the purchase of a home in the park to change her

position in reliance on such promise.   The tenant did change her

position, i.e., purchased the mobile home. The tenant justifiably relied

upon the promise. Injustice can be avoided only by enforcement of the

promise.   The five elements are satisfied, and this Court should

enforce the landlord' s promise as contained in the rental agreement.

The park owner is also equitably estopped from increasing the

rent beyond the level provided for in the rental agreement.   The

elements of equitable estoppel are( 1) an admission, statement, or act

inconsistent with the claim afterwards asserted,( 2) action by the other

party on the faith of such admission, statement, or act, and( 3) injury

to such other party resulting from allowing the first party to contradict

or repudiate such admission, statement, or act. Sanders v. Lloyds of

London, 113 Wn.2d 330, 340, 779 P. 2d 249 ( 1989); Levy v. State, 91

Wn.App. 934, 939, 957 P. 2d 1272 ( 1998). The park owner cited the case

of Berschauer Phillips Constr. Co. v. Seattle School Dist.I,124 Wn.2d
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816, 831, 881 P. 2d 986 ( 1994) for a similar proposition in its brief to

the trial court (CP 55 In 2).

Here the park owner made a statement and committed an act

through signing a rental agreement containing a provision limiting

rent increases to $ 10 per month every two years ( CP 23).  Ms. Tison

bought the mobile home and moved into the park relying upon such

statement ( CP 19- 20).  Ms. Tison would clearly suffer injury in the

form of an extra $ loo per month in rent ( likely to be raised even

higher in the future)  plus the inability to afford making these

payments.  ( After retirement, she was going to be on " a very fixed

income" ( CP 19, 113)). She may well have to move from the home and

live elsewhere, if the park owner can validly increase rent beyond the

limitation set forth in the rental agreement she signed.

Based on the twin doctrines of both promissory and equitable

estoppel, this Court should therefore reverse the judgment entered by

the trial court.

9.  Ms. Tison Is Entitled to Attorney's Fees.

Paragraph 27 of the rental agreement provides that the

prevailing party"[ i] n any actions [ sic] arising out of this Agreement,

including eviction" shall be entitled to reasonable attorney's fees and

costs ( CP 23). Where attorney's fees are provided in a contract to be
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awarded to the prevailing party, reasonable fees must be awarded.

Singleton v. Frost, io8 Wn.2d 723, 733, 742 P. 2d 1224 ( 1987).  The

prevailing party is one in whose favor the judgment is entered. Kysar

v. Lambert, 76 Wn.App. 470, 493, 887 P. 2d 431 ( 1995);  Silverdale

Hotel v. Lomas & Nettleton, 36 Wn.App. 762, 773, 677 P. 2d 773

1984); Moritzky v. Heberlein, 4o Wn.App. 181, 183, 697 P. 2d 1023

1985).   Where a landlord' s claims are dismissed in an unlawful

detainer action, the tenant is the prevailing party. Soper v. Clibborn,

31 Wn.App. 767, 769- 70, 644 P. 2d 738 ( 1982).

In addition, RCW 59. 20. 110 provides that in any action arising

out of the MHLTA," the prevailing party shall be entitled to reasonable

attorney's fees and costs."   RCW 59. 20. 110.   Under any measure,

where a landlord' s claims are dismissed in an unlawful detainer action

on summary judgment, the tenant is the prevailing party and is

entitled to attorney's fees.  See, Soper, supra.

Where a statute authorizes fees to the prevailing party, they are

available on appeal as well as in the trial court.    Eagle Point

Condominium Owners Association v. Coy, 102 Wn. App. 697, 716, 9

P.3d 898 (2000).

This court should therefore order that Ms. Tison is entitled to

attorney's fees at the trial court level and on appeal.
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V.  CONCLUSION

For the reasons set forth above, this Court should reverse the

trial court' s judgment, dismiss the park owner' s complaint in this

action, order that summaryjudgment be granted in favor ofMs. Tison,-

and award attorney's fees and costs to Ms. Tison at the trial level and

on appeal.

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this
7th

day ofSeptember, 2012.

Law Offices of Dan R. Young

B        Y
Dan R. Young, 

WSJ

A # 12 0

Attorney for Appellant
Norma Tison
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THIS MATTER having come on regularly for hearing before the court on May 4, 2012,
1

2 defendant having previously been ordered to appear and show cause on this same date why a

3 Writ of Restitution should not be issued restoring to plaintiff possession of the property

4 described in the Complaint, plaintiff appearing through its attorney Walter H. Olsen, Jr., and the

5 defendant appearing through her attorney Dan R. Young, and the Court having examined the

6
parties and their declarations as provided by RCW 59. 18. 380, considered the evidence, and being

7

fully advised in the premises, now makes the following:
8

FINDINGS OF UNDISPUTED FACT
9

10

11
Plaintiff has and still does rent to defendant the premises described in the Complaint.

12 II

13 Defendant took possession of the described premises immediately after tenancy

14 commenced and possession has continued since that time.

15
III

16

The parties' written rental agreement provides that rent is due in advance by the first day
17

of each month, and late charges apply if rent is not postmarked by the 5t11 date of the month.
18

19
IV

20 Defendant has not paid the full amount of rent due for any month since July 2010. In

21 October 2011, the defendant was served with a Five-Day Notice to Pay the rent or vacate the

22 premises. Defendant failed to comply with the October 2011 Notice.

23
V

24
Defendant has failed to pay the full amount of rent due by the due date three or more

25

times in a 12- month period after service of a Five- Day Notice to Pay Rent and Other Charges or
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Vacate.
1

2 From the foregoing Findings of Undisputed Fact, the court makes the following:

3 CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

4 I

5 Judgment should be entered in favor of plaintiff and against defendant for unpaid rent,

6
and issuance of a Writ of Restit tion.         5 '   ` 1

costs and attorney fees, an ss o o 1

7 Vvlo'6cn/1 4ov ( 0 d.u.d/   15 D /_ 31 C; tue$

8

The Court having made and entered its Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, now,
9

10
therefore, it is hereby ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED as follows:

11

12 The Clerk of the Court is directed to issue a Writ of Restitution mIRedate

13 returnable ten ( 10) days after its date of issuance, restoring to plaintiff possession of the property

14 located at 1841 Trosper Road SW, Sp. 48, Tumwater, Thurston County, Washington, provided

15
that if return is not possible within 10 days, the return on this writ shall be automatically

16

extended for a second 10 day period.
17

II
18

19
The Thurston County Sheriff is hereby authorized to break and enter the premises as

20 necessary to execute the Writ of Restitution.

21 III

22 There is no substantial issue of material fact of the right of plaintiff to be granted relief as`

3,1
23 7 ..11
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1

2

3

4

5

6
IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON

7
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF THURSTON

8
WESTERN PLAZA LLC,

9
Plaintiff,

10 NO.  11- 2- 02564- 8

vs.

11 ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFF' S MOTION

NORMA TISON,    FOR JUDGMENT FOR UNLAWFUL
12 DETAINER AND ATTORNEY FEES& COSTS

Defendant.
13

JUDGMENT SUMMARY
14

Judgment Creditor:      Western Plaza LLC
15

Judgment Debtor: Norma Tison

16 Principal Judgment Amount:  4, 200.00

17 Attorney Fees:    7172:1.0--     71 I9oi 00,  
0

18
Costs:      577. 00

V"

TOTAL JUDGMENT AMOUNT: 3479:.5U w€7
19 A IL,- 777, 00

Attorneys for Judgment Creditor:     Walter H. Olsen, Jr.

20
Olsen Law Firm PLLC

21
Judgment Shall Bear Interest at 12% Per Annum.

22 THIS MATTER having come on regularly before the Court on May 18, 2012, after the

23 Court had earlier entered Findings and Conclusions on May 4, 2012, upon plaintiff' s motion for

24 attorney fees and costs, and judgment for unlawful detainer, and the Court having reviewed the

25
following:

26
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1.       Plaintiff' s Motion for Judgment for Unlawful Detainer, and Attorney Fees &
1

Costs;

2
2.       Declaration of Walter H. Olsen, Jr. for Attorney Fees & Costs

3 3. rte;-      I T' S O-3 nON To morloM FOR FEc

4 4.   Z- t_/     /- R oki C9 D v c  , t_  Cs 5 A&J()

5
5. i LA i NT 1 1= 1-' 5    - _c      P -   k 1- Ac-f2/       ,

6
The Court being fully advised in the premises, and finding that plaintiffs motion should

7 be GRANTED, now finds as follows:

8 1.       Plaintiff is the prevailing party in this action.

9 2.       As the prevailing party, plaintiff has a contractual and statutory right to an award

10
of reasonable attorney fees and costs.

11
3.       Plaintiffs counsel expended a reasonable number of hours which were not

12

duplicative or unnecessary in securing a successful result for plaintiff.
13

4.       Plaintiff presented adequate documents that the hourly rates ofplaintiffs counsel
14

15
and paralegals were reasonable at the time they billed plaintiff.

16 5.       Plaintiff presented adequate documentation that the services performed by

17 plaintiffs counsel' s paralegals were legal in nature, were supervised by an attorney, were

18 performed by a person who was qualified by virtue of education, training and work experience to

19
perform substantive legal work, were reasonable, and the amount charged reflected reasonable

20
community standards for charges by that category of personnel.

21
6.       The amounts of$ 8, 702. 50 for attorney fees and $ 577. 00 for costs are reasonable,

22

based on the time and labor required, the skill required to perform the legal services properly, the
23

24 fee customarily charged in Thurston County for similar legal services, the results obtained, the

25 nature and length of the professional relationship with the client, and the experience and ability

26 of the lawyer performing the services.

OLSEN LAW FIRM PLLC

205 S. Meridian
ORDER GRANTING PLTF' S. MOTION FOR JUDGMENT

Puyallup, Washington 98371
FOR UNLAWFUL DETAINER AND ATTY. FEES& COSTS- 2

PH:  253. 200.2288

FAX: 253. 200.2289



1
JUDGMENT

2 The Court finding that plaintiff may amend the parties' rental agreement upon proper

3 notice when the term of the one- year rental agreement renews, and that judgment for unlawful

4 detainer should be entered in favor of plaintiff and against defendant for the issuance of a Writ of

5
Restitution, rent, and plaintiffs reasonable attorney fees and costs, now, therefore, it is hereby

6
ORDERED, ADJUDGED and DECREED as follows:

7
1.       Plaintiff is awarded judgment against defendant as set forth in the Judgment

8

Summary above.  Said sums shall accrue interest at twelve percent( 12%) per annum until paid.
9

10
2.       The Clerk of the Court is directed to issue a Writ of Restitution immediately

11 forthwith, returnable ten( 10) days after its date of issuance, restoring to plaintiff possession of

12 the property located at 1841 Trosper Road SW, Sp. 48, Tumwater, Thurston County,

13 Washington, provided that if return is not possible within 10 days, the return on this writ shall be
14

automatically extended for a second 10- day peAiod.
15 777f1

3.       If defendant pays$ 11-9,00 into the court registry on or before May 23, 2012,
16

defendant' s tenancy shall be reinstated ..  •  --   -  -  ,       ,    : :-   
17

pr-'.'     .   . .  •. - .       3
18

19
DONE IN OPEN COURT this     / day of 2012.

20

21 d//o
Jur:-  ab•

22

23
Presented by:
OLSEN LAW FIRM PLLC

24

iziere(.00e_

ce..
z_ •25 By

Walter H. Olsen, Jr., WSBA# 24462
26 Attorneys for Plaintiff

OLSEN LAW FIRM PLLC

ORDER GRANTING PLTF' S. MOTION FOR JUDGMENT
205 S. Meridian

FOR UNLAWFUL DETAINER AND ATTY. FEES& COSTS- 3 Puyallup, Washington 98371
PH:  253.200.2288

FAX: 253. 200.2289
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PREPARED FOR USE OF PAID MEMBERS OF
1

1.--   MHCW BY LEGAL COUNSEL— 1997

1
MHCW

l'      MANUFACTURED OME LOT

ONE-YEAR RENTAL AGREEMENT

as Landlord, and

THIS AGREEMENT leente d Into be wean     •       as Twangs), and owner(s) of the manufactured home.
p nJ    

1.     RENT/ TERM. Landlord rents to : nant an. Tenant rents from L: ndi. rd, Lo No. . :    ,( herelnaltrr the'  '), the location of which is de-

scribed in Addendum' A' hereto. l     :. -,..  4 r       . ,:



98-2

54.    IMPROVEMENTS. Tenant agrpea not to make or permit any construction, alteration, additions, painting. or improvements to the Lot, or to permit
placement of a storage shed thereon, without the prior written consent of Landlord. per day for eachDollars($

15.    FEES FOR GUESTS. Tenant agrees to pay a fee of
erlod.

guest who remains within the Community for more than filleen( 15)  ys In any sixty( 60) day
vehicles only in

15,   PARKING.    that ts s their
Tenant' s

property

assigned parking

gnat's.

ree r In areas designated for guest

parkin In no ass Tenant' s guestsobs
ructorviolate other tenants' parking or rights. Any

vehicle parked excess of

1       )
hours must be properly identilled by placement of Tenant' s name   (

s
t number where

4-- a- s'-'

such guest Is vi ling to prevent impound or towing. Tenant agrees to pay a fee of

ulas and Regulations relating to guest rarking. ens agrees
per day per vehicle

i1'

h violation ol the provisions of this Agreement and

She
Community

ll

Per day for each guest' s vehicle which remains In the Come-
lo pay a foe of

n
days. Guest parking fees she be payable by Tenant to Landlord on the nail monthly rental payment due

day for than_   _— vehicle of Tenant' s guests which Is not parked In accordance with the
date. Tenant hereby authorizes Landlord to tow or Impound, at Tenant' s expense, any

home in the CanmurdlY.
terms of this Agreement, provided that Landlord must first attempt to notify Me owner the

RCW

vehicle

0 on the safe of a manufactured

17.    ASSIGNMENT.' Ms Agreement shah not be assignable by Tenant, except provided
18.    SUBLETTING. Tenant shall not sublet or rent out all or any part of Tenant' s manufactured home or Tenant' s Lot.
19.    LIABILITY AND

that Landlord shall not be liable tor, orlon account of,any loss or damage sustainedyby actionoof any third party, fire,

the
water, rlthe elements, or

agrees th

for loss of any property

or

from any cause

entering

said

Co m

or any other

o

herprot the Community;
hich the Community IsIs

be liable for
unless caused by the sole negligence of

Landlord.. Tenant hereby
any person elaimsg the

or end a

Community,      privet:Y

tandtottf. Tenant hereby wolves all claims therefor end agrees to Indemnify Landlord against any such loss, damage, or Ilablllly, or any expense incurred by
landlord In connection therewith.
20.    HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES. Any product containing hazardous substances, as defined by RCW 70. 1050. 020, including, but not limited to, petro-
leum

nt
paints,

pesticides,   herbicides, shall stored l tot
inmanner to preve leaking. Tene shellcomply with all fedeal, s ee, and local lawsrgading hhazardous substances

that

nd she use products c o ning

1 hazardous substances only In a non- negligent manner according to the manufacturer' s instructions. Tenant shall not allow disposal of any hazardoussubstance on the Lot or within the Community in any storm drain, septic or sewer system, or water system. Tenant agrees to Immediately clean up any spillof any hazardous substance and notify Landlord ol the circumstances surrounding the spill and actions taken. Tenant agrees to indemnify and hold Landlordharmless from any end all( lability arising out of any release of hazardous substances caused by Tenant or by breach of this Agreement.
21.     CONDEMNATION- EMINENT DOMAIN. In the event the whole or any part of the Lot shall be taken by any competent authority for public or quasi-public use or purpose; then, and in that event, the term of this Agreement shall cease and terminate from the date when the possession of the part so taken
shall be required for such use or purpose. All damages awarded for such taking shall belong to end be the properly of Landlord.
22.    ZONING. The current zoning for the Community Ia M
23.     NOTICEILANDLORD IDENTIFICATION. Any notice requfrdd to be served by Tenan upon Landlord In accordance with the terms of this Agreement
shall be delivered to the Community Manager, whose address Is   -_ .__ ,;,  •      

purposes wing
noticeeandpo'- ss. T     I• '    ,,..

The Manager le he eby dire9led to act as agent for the Landlord for Co purpo D•••   ,

1 ,y,       dp„/-' De    ,The Landlord' s address le

2    , FORWy(;01J>io ESS. In the event of en emergency or abandonment of man' s ma u ac ured ome, en: n a forwarding address Is
j,++¢¢ll// 

The person who would likely know the

whereaboule.oi Tenant Is
who resides

25,    g5111,11-PgY.Tho name of each lending institution, for other entity or person), who has a secured Interest in Tenant' s manufactured home iswhose address Is

The secured party' s account number for the
sub)ect security agreement la

Tenant shall provide

Landlord with a copy of Tenant' s ownership title of the manufactured home occupying the Lot, at Landlord' s request.
28.     MEDIATION. In the event Tenant fells to participate In mediation as required by RCW 59.20. 080( 2), Landlord shall be entitled to recover from
Tenant all fees and costs Incurred in the mediation process.
27.'   ATTORNEY' S FEES AND COSTS. In any aliens arising out of this Agreement, including eviction, the prevailing party shall be entitled to reason-
able attorney' s fees and costa.
28:    DEFINITIONS. As used In this Agreement,' manufactured home' means' mobile home',' Community" means a' mobile home park',' mobile home
park cooperative', or' mobile home park subdivision', as defined In RCW 59. 20.030 end' Lot' means a' mobile home lot' as defined in RCW 59. 20.030( 3).
29.     SEVERABILITY. If any term, covenant, condition, or provision of this Agreement Is held by a court of competent Jurisdiction to be Invalid, void, Or
unenforceable, the remainder of the provisions sot forth herein shall remain in lull force end effect.
30.    AMENDMENTS. Any amendment or other change to this Agreement, to Include the Community Rules and Regulations, shall be in writing.
31.     ENFORCEMENT. Failure of Landlord to insist upon the strict performance of the terms, covenants, agreements, and conditions contained herein
shall not constitute or be construed as a waiver or relinquishment of Landlord' s rights thereafter to enforce any such term, covenant, agreement, or condition,
but the same shall continue In full force and effect. Landlord' s acceptance of any rent alter Tenant breaches this Agreement shall not waive Landlords tights
or remedies created by Tenant' s broach.
32.    • HEIRS AND SUCCESSORS. The covenants and agreements of this Agreement shall be binding upon the heirs, legal representatives, successors,
and assigns of any or all of the parties herein.
33.    ATTACHMENTS. Attachments made a . art o this Agreement are as follows:( a) Addendum' A'- Lot Description;( b) Addendum' B'- Community
Roles and Regulations;( a)/....    ..--•,:   =•  ;. -  - C

d)     

Chapteril.20 R requir_
1

esthe following statement be Included In this Agreement:    

THiS COMMUNITY MAY BE SOLD OR OTHERWISE TRANSFERRED BY LANDLORD AT ANY TIME WITH THE RESULT THAT SUBSEQUENT OWNERS
MAY CLOSE THE MANUFACTURED HOME COMMUNITY' OR THAT THE LANDLORD MAY CLOSE_THE COMMUNITY AT ANY 1115E AFTER. THE RE
QUIRED-

NO..r it G
o

tar 4vczP./sU n e 4yto 7zea?J..z7 u sra      714, 4,r44,

UNDER D AND AGREED UPON this day ot  dam.   . tB

LANDLORD TENANT S)  

vi i l

l

By ab G' 2GZ 0-14-")

20.0rgr‘„eoti-
er*

5;0-41   < etuua

s cif8

WTUIar, afmrt40a4 Yellow; Talmo
p)70/149* OW



DECLARATION OF SERVICE

I, Dan R. Young, declare to be true under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of

Washington as follows:

1.  I am an attorney representing the appellant Norma Tison in this action.

2.  On October 11, 2012, I sent by the USPS, first class mail with pre-paid postage

affixed, a copy of the foregoing Brief of Appellant to the following:

Olsen Law Firm PLLC

Walter H. Olsen, Jr., Esq.
205 S. Meridian

Puyallup, WA 98371
V
T OF AF,

r.D

DIVISION NE

Dated: October 11, 2012, at Seattle, Washington.
U1` 1    ' kl

ka/\A-  R
Dan R. Young


